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De-Palletize those drums now!

TOUGH JOBS...

They're stacked in the yard, they're stacked four high, they're stacked on pallets and they're from here to there. You've got 24 hours to move 8,000 drums into place for shipment to your warehouse in Manila and then on to locations all over the Pacific Rim. Now what?

DEMAND TOUGH EQUIPMENT!

The solution is simple. Grab your Liftomatic L4, L6 or L8 "Parrot-Beak" forklift attachment. Put it on any lift truck and get ready to rumble. Automatic, self-centering and fully mechanical, the Liftomatic high-volume attachments can make that stack look like child's play in no time. Be the first to tell your operators with confidence... "De-Palletize those drums now". They might be done before you get through with the sentence. Give us a call at Liftomatic and let us help you with the solutions to these and many other drum handling problems.